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At the first Progress Team meeting on 5 June, two working groups were convened to develop the Vision Statement and the Governance Design for Western
Downs Futures. The Governance Design Working Group was attended by 8 Progress Team members, who pilot tested meeting online via Zoom and using an
online collaboration tool called Mural Board. Despite some initial challenges with the online format, the group were successfully able to collaboratively prepare
a Governance Design which we will test with the broader community to gain further input. Collaboration for Impact consultant, Eula Rohan, facilitated the
meeting.

D. 
Leadership 
Group and 

their 
powers

The meeting objective was to use the output from the
5 June Progress Team meeting to review the
Principles of how we will work together and develop
a prototype of the collaborative governance
structure.

The working group are tasked with taking their
recommendations to the Progress Team meeting on
8 August.



On Day 2 of the Western Downs Regional Futures Summit in May, participants learned about some key concepts of collective impact and the key structures and
processes that are needed to enable systems change.

At the Progress Team meeting in June, participants heard about examples of constellation models, cross sector leadership groups, working groups and alternative
ways to structure a backbone teams, participants were asked to consider what key elements of the structures resonated and could be practical in the local
context. Using the Mural Board tool, working group members were reminded about the summary of “What resonated?” activity and the early-stage designs their
table groups produced, to capture them in the working group discussion.

Sgt Chris Mitchell (Queensland Police Service) and Daniel Fletcher (Western Downs Regional Council) travelled to see other place-based strategies in Queensland.
They wanted to capture lessons learned from others to share back with the Progress Team. They captured their recommendations in a report, linked above. The
working group had access to the full report on the Mural Board, and Chris and Daniel spoke about their experiences and learnings after meeting with the three place-
based strategies in late June: Cairns Safer Streets, Townsville Stronger Communities, and Logan Together.
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These are some of the early stage 

designs and what resonated 

(which can also be found in detail 

the Progress Team 5 June meeting 

summary): 

https://wdrc.sharepoint.com/teams/Community-Liveability-Project-Office/TeamDocs/Project%20Management/Western%20Downs%20Futures%20Group/18%20July%20Working%20Group%20Meetings/Regional%20Place-Based%20Strategies%20Tour%20June%202023.pdf


The working group meeting compiled of 4 separate group activities broken up into 2 sessions. Session 1, Part A. focused on refining the 

Principles of Collaboration and what each principle would look like when members are living it out. One group worked on this activity by 

populating their ideas into tables of information collaboratively on the Mural Board. 

The group was challenged to unpack these Principles, and to determine which Values will be most important to carry forward in the Western 

Downs Futures journey… In the table below, is some of the work completed by this group.

A. Principles 
of 

Collaboration

These were the Principles/Values about working together 

that were developed at the Summit: 

Two working group members agreed to complete this work before the 

8 August Progress Team meeting: Sophie & Bec 

Overarching Principle Operation of the Principle

Be Brave + Vulnerable • Being brave enough to not hold back your 
ideas/concerns/issues

• Providing a comfortable space where all members feel that 
their opinions will be respected and not judged

• Remain committed to the purpose of the group even when 
faced with ideas/solutions that you are oppose to.

• doing good over being right

Think of future generations • Include Youth voices - we can't assume that we know what 
they want.

• Share our experiences and teach them how this works over 
multiple generations (wisdom and vision of learnings of 
generations)

• Be willing and open to investigate new innovative ideas / 
industries / and open to future opportunities and 
implementation in the region.

• Being open to investigate the possibilities of changes.
• Be open to take risks and be prepared to be wrong / make 

mistakes.

Momentum • Have clear short and medium term objectives as well as long 
term objectives

• Build on the short and medium term objectives that are 
achieved

• Will help keep people engaged.



Session 1, Part B. group worked on refining the Criteria for those on the Leadership level and had to flesh out what the core competencies are for 

those that will represent on the leadership group? They captured their ideas into tables on the Mural Board. 

The group had to name what those core criteria should be and what it will look like when the competencies are demonstrated. Being clear about our 

expectations for the Leadership members will be crucial for them to carry forward the Western Downs Futures strategy… In the table below, is some of the 

work completed by this group. 

B. Criteria for 
those on the 
Leadership 

level

Three working group members agreed to complete this work before 

the 8 August Progress Team meeting: Allan, David and Lidewij



Session 2. Part C group was tasked with defining the outcomes and purpose of each Working Groups. The group used data from the May Summit and the six 

priority areas where participants provided a lot of context and content. Based on this data the group commenced formulating what the Working Group outcomes 

and purposes could be in line with the six priority areas. The table below is some of the work completed by this group. 

There was a strong sense from this group that those who start the working groups will have to further define the scope and outcomes with the working group 

members once they are initiated.

C. Working 
Groups & 

their purpose

Notes from Day 1 of the Summit, where participants developed 
a picture of what it would take to make things better across the 
region under these six priority areas…

Two working group members 

agreed to complete this work 

before the 8 August Progress 

Team meeting: Sophie & 

Trevor



C. Leadership 
Group and 

their powers

Session 2 Part D, group was tasked with defining the 

objectives and powers of the Leadership Group members in 

the governance structure. The group began by reflecting on 

the draft models from the May Summit, including the 

additional examples of possible governance arrangements 

shared in the working group meeting.

They began to outline the different representative groups, 

who their constituents would be. They also discussed how 

to build the right authorising environment for the work with 

consideration of delegations of authority for decision 

making and influence.

Two working group members 

agreed to complete this work 

before the 8 August Progress 

Team meeting: Allan & Sophie



The group agreed to continue work on the design of the governance arrangements set out below.

Agreed Next 
Steps 

The working group are going to
reconvene to finalise the four parts
of the Governance arrangements
ahead of the 8 August Progress
Team meeting:

A. Principles of Collaboration 

B. Criteria for the Leadership Team

C. The outcomes and purpose of 
the Working Groups 

D. Who should be on the 
Leadership Team and their 
powers 
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